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QUESTION: 54
 
During an audit, evidence is required for Service Management policies, plans and procedures. 
  
Who should ensure that this evidence is available? 
  

the Auditor .A 
B. the Business Relationship process owner 
C. theSenior responsible owner 
D. the Service Level Manager 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 
What purpose does implementation of a Quality Management System as per ISO/IEC 20000 
serve? 

.s internal processes'It allows the suppliers to have full visibility of the organization .A 
B. It defines specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) upon which service performance can 
be assessed. 
C. It forces the organization to adopt a hierarchical management approach. 
D. It provides a guideline for the Quality Management measures that must be taken to 
implement quality policy in an organization. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 56
 
What  is  the  aim  of  an  internal  audit? 
  

s own quality capability'to ensure and improve one .A 
B. to instruct all employeesthat quality-related requirements must be observed 
C. to monitor employee performance 
D. to verify whether the defined key performance indicators are actually determined 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 57 
what is the minimum frequency for the Service Provider and the ,According to ISO/IEC 20000 

Customer to attend a service review meeting for discussing changes to the service scope? 

annually .A 16



 
          
 

 

 
    

  
  

    
  

 

 
       

      
 

    
    

 

B. monthly 
C. only when there is a businessneed to change the service 
D. quarterly 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 58
 
What may Certification Bodies  do? 
  

Provide consultancy and certification services .A 
B. Provide neither consultancy nor certification services 
C. Provide only certification services 
D.  Provide  only  consultancy  services  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 59
 
In the context of norms and standards,  what does the term "conformity" stand for? 
  

.Alignment of an audit nonconformity report to a re-audit report .A 
B. Compliance with a requirement. 
C.  Quality Management System certification by an approved body. 
D. Verification of supplier certification. 

Answer: B 
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